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The Season at Sarsaparilla was first produced by the Adelaide 
University Theatre Guild at the Union Theatre, Adelaide, on  
14 September 1962, with the following cast:

JOYLEEN POGSON (PIPPY)      Elizabeth Steel
GIRLIE POGSON       Carmel Millhouse
DEEDREE        Bronwen Courtney
HARRY KNOTT       Wayne Anthoney
NOLA BOYLE       Zoe Caldwell
CLIVE POGSON       John Haynes
MAVIS KNOTT       Morna Jones
JUDY POGSON       Barbara West
ROY CHILD       Terence Stapleton
RON SUDDARDS       Don Barker
JULIA SHEEN       Barbara Dennis
ERNIE BOYLE       Cliff Neate
MR ERBAGE       Hedley Cullen
ROWLEY MASSON (DIGGER)     Leslie Dayman
FIRST AMBULANCE MAN      Ron Dix
SECOND AMBULANCE MAN     Albert Havard

Directed by John Tasker
Designed by Desmond Digby
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CHARACTERS

HARRY KNOTT, in menswear
MAVIS KNOTT, his wife
ROY CHILD, her brother, a teacher
CLIVE POGSON, a business executive
GIRLIE POGSON, his wife
JUDY POGSON, his daughter, studying the violin
JOYLEEN (PIPPY), their little girl
DEEDREE, her little friend
ERNIE BOYLE, a sanitary man
NOLA BOYLE, his wife
ROWLEY MASSON (DIGGER), a mate
RON SUDDARDS, a post office clerk
JULIA SHEEN, a model
MR ERBAGE, an important person
TWO AMBULANCE MEN

SETTING

Mildred Street, Sarsaparilla, a fictitious outer suburb of Sydney, 
summer 1961.
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ACT ONE

When the lights go up on the three homes in Mildred Street, there is an 
outburst of barking as from a pack of dogs somewhere in the distance. 
PIPPY POGSON appears in the kitchen from one of the invisible rooms 
of the Pogson home, centre stage. A forthright and astute small girl. 
She runs through the kitchen, very determined, opens the invisible back 
door, pauses for a moment, looking and listening. She runs down the 
steps into the yard. Coming forward, she pulls open an invisible back 
gate. She is perhaps out to investigate the barking dogs. She stands at 
the gate (i.e. at the footlights) listening, shading her eyes, looking up 
and down the lane. GIRLIE POGSON, her mother, is heard calling from 
the front part of her house.

GIRLIE: [offstage, calling] Pip-py …?! Pip-py?!
PIPPY scowls. She explodes under her breath, then runs and 
hides under the house. The barking continues spasmodically, 
gradually dying. GIRLIE POGSON enters her kitchen. A small, 
spruce woman in her forties. Not a hair out of place, and never 
will be. Everything must be nice, even if you pay the price. MRS 
POGSON wears all the marks of anxiety and a respectable social 
level.

[Calling, quite viciously by now, as she looks out of the back door] 
Joy-leen!

She returns in despair into the kitchen.

It’s the holidays. It’s the holidays. Always like this in the holidays. 
And now those dogs! It shouldn’t be allowed.

Glancing at herself in a wall‑mirror in passing, she corrects a 
hair, touches her frown, sighs. She goes out the back of the kitchen 
into the front part of her house. At the same time DEEDREE enters 
from the front garden. Slightly younger than her friend PIPPY, 
more innocent, easily put upon. DEEDREE is the eternal stooge. 
She is carrying two milk bottles, a loaf and a newspaper.
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA2

DEEDREE: [calling, tentatively] Pip-py? Pip-py? Where are yer?
PIPPY sticks her head out from under the house.

PIPPY: [scowling] I’m here. Gee, you’re early, Deedree. Didn’t you have 
your breakfast? Mum won’t give you any if you haven’t.

DEEDREE: ’Course I had me breakfast. Didn’t you?
PIPPY: [angrily] No. Yes!

She comes out from under the house.
I wasn’t hungry. But I had some to keep her quiet.

DEEDREE: Is she going crook?
PIPPY: Always.
DEEDREE: What about?
PIPPY: Oh, everything.

DEEDREE just stands.
Says I know too much.

DEEDREE: [devotedly] You do know an awful lot, Pippy.
PIPPY: Well, I can’t help that. It just comes to me.

During the foregoing, GIRLIE POGSON re‑enters her kitchen, 
starting (in mime) to get the next round of breakfast.

DEEDREE: Monica Jeffreys is gunna read through the dictionary.
PIPPY: [contemptuously] Monica Jeffreys! Sooky thing!
DEEDREE: She’s got as far as B.
PIPPY: I don’t have to read the dictionary.
DEEDREE: [indicating the loaf, milk and paper which she is carrying] 

What am I gunna do with these, Pippy?
PIPPY: [jerking her head at the kitchen] Give them to her. It’ll sweeten 

her up.
DEEDREE: [doubtfully] Ah!
GIRLIE: [calling back into the house] If you’re not careful, Clive, you’ll 

miss the bus … and who’s to blame …?
DEEDREE has mounted the back steps.

DEEDREE: [at the kitchen door] Mrs Pogson! It’s me, Mrs Pogson! 
[Simpering] Always bright and early!

GIRLIE: That is something you need never tell me, dear.
She comes and takes DEEDREE’s offering.
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ACT ONE 3

But thank you, Deedree, all the same.
She glances out of the door and catches sight of PIPPY.

That is where you are, Pippy. Did you hear me call?
PIPPY: [kicking the ground] Yes.
GIRLIE: And why didn’t you come?
PIPPY: I didn’t feel like it.
GIRLIE: Ooh, you bold little girl! I’ll tell your father, Joyleen. One day 

you’ll catch it.
PIPPY: [chanting] One day, one day,

I shall learn to fly.
I’ll pin little wings on me shoulders,
And fly.

GIRLIE: Ooh, you are the rudest little girl! And ‘my’, not ‘me’, Joyleen.
DEEDREE has a fit of the giggles.

What’s the matter with you, Deedree Inkpen?
DEEDREE: Oh, nothing, Mrs Pogson!
GIRLIE: Well, if it’s nothing, there’s every reason for controlling yourself. 

[Looking out] Now, you children, I don’t want you running in and 
out, marking the lino. The holidays are always death to anybody’s 
lino.

DEEDREE: Yes, Mrs Pogson!
PIPPY sticks out her tongue as GIRLIE retreats into the kitchen to 
continue with the breakfast preparations. At the same time HARRY 
KNOTT comes into the Knott kitchen from the front part of the 
house. He is a young man, probably younger than he looks, but 
responsibilities have been thrust upon him early. He is wearing 
his business pants, well‑pressed, and beautifully laundered white 
shirt. Arm‑bands. There is nothing distinctive about him.

HARRY: [calling back into the house] You stay there, dear. Take it easy. 
Can’t afford to take any risks now that it’s so close.

PIPPY: I’m glad you came, Deedree. There’s such a lot to tell you.
DEEDREE: What, Pippy?
PIPPY: It’s the dogs …

NOLA BOYLE comes into her kitchen. In her forties, she is dressed 
in a chenille dressing‑gown. Generous of figure. Tawny of head. 
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA4

A lioness. Stretching and yawning. The barking has begun again 
in the distance.

GIRLIE: [calling] Clive?! If it’s congealed eggs you want …!
HARRY: [calling to his invisible wife] A nice, light-boiled egg. Won’t 

be a jiffy, Mave.
DEEDREE: I seen the dogs, Pippy. At the bus stop.
PIPPY: That’s where it always begins. At the bus stop.

NOLA, who has been searching for something, discovers it on a 
shelf. She proceeds to do her lips long and lovingly in a mirror.

DEEDREE: [to PIPPY] But what’s up with all these dogs?
PIPPY: There’s a bitch in season.
DEEDREE: What’s that?
PIPPY: She’s on heat. See?
DEEDREE: What’s that do?
PIPPY: That’s when she gets interesting to dogs …

CLIVE POGSON enters the Pogson kitchen. Around fifty. A rather 
thick‑set business bull—a minor one, but he will probably never 
know that. He takes the paper and sits at the table, ready for 
breakfast.

CLIVE: [ritually] Eggs, eh?
GIRLIE, above answering him, puts a plate in front of him. 
MAVIS KNOTT enters her kitchen. She is very pregnant under 
her dressing‑gown. A bit miserable and fretful, though normally 
she would be a placid, acceptant young woman. Neither pretty 
nor plain. The average, decent suburban wife.

HARRY: Arr, now, Mavis, it doesn’t cost much to be reasonable!
MAVIS: [heavily] I can’t be reasonable, Harry, not when I listen to 

someone moving around in me own kitchen.
After some routine pottering, to uphold her rights, she sits and 
lets him serve her with breakfast.

DEEDREE: [still in the dark, to PIPPY] And when she gets interesting?
PIPPY sticks her mouth in her friend’s ear and explains very 
forcibly.

Gee! And does it last long?
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ACT ONE 5

PIPPY: About half an hour.
DEEDREE: Gee, Pippy! Who told you?
PIPPY: [pointing in the direction of the Boyles] Mrs Boyle.

NOLA BOYLE has come out onto her back steps. She looks about 
her and likes what she sees of the morning.

NOLA: Hello, Pippy. Hello, Deedree.
PIPPY and DEEDREE: [enthusiastically, in unison] Hello, Mrs Boyle!
NOLA: [descending the steps] Doesn’t it smell good, eh? I like to smell 

a hot day. Early. While it’s still coming at you.
NOLA sounds hoarse, common, but comforting. PIPPY and 
DEEDREE sniff in sympathy. Renewed barking from the distance.

Ah, there are those blessed dogs again!
DEEDREE: Yes, I seen them at the bus.
PIPPY: The bitch’s coming on fast now, Mrs Boyle.
NOLA: [laughing] Ah, dear! Poor thing! What can you do? They’ll be 

treading on her, all the typists, and the ladies, as they catch the bus.
NOLA exits through the back to the street.

MAVIS: [holding her hair] Bark, bark! What can you do? I didn’t sleep 
one wink, Harry.

HARRY: You seemed to me to be doing pretty good.
He kisses her hair.

MAVIS: Bark, bark! All night. And the sheets … they got me tied up …
GIRLIE: Those dogs, Clive, are a disgrace. Surely the police … surely 

the RSPCA …
CLIVE: [reading] Something is happening in Laos.
GIRLIE: Someone should complain to the Council.
CLIVE: [reading] Something is happening in Laos, but you can never 

make out what …
DEEDREE: Would you like to be a dog, Pippy?
PIPPY: I wouldn’t like to be a bitch.

GIRLIE POGSON has come out and stood on her back step, just 
as NOLA BOYLE returns from the front gate with bread, milk and 
paper.

GIRLIE: How often have I told you, Pippy, that ‘lady dog’ is the expression 
people like us use?
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA6

PIPPY: But Mrs Boyle says ‘bitch’ is the professional word.
GIRLIE: Mrs Boyle!

NOLA has started to mount her steps.
NOLA: Yes, dear, it’s me again! Always in trouble.
GIRLIE: [outraged] Aoffhh!

GIRLIE retreats into her kitchen.
PIPPY: [humiliated] Oh, I’m sorry, Mrs Boyle.

NOLA seats herself with the morning paper on her kitchen step.
NOLA: [tossing out her hair] Perhaps she don’t mean it all.
PIPPY: Oh, but she does. Every bit.
NOLA: [laughing huskily] One day, Pippy, you an’ me’ll have to pull out a 

couple of those loose palings. Then you can come through, and we’ll 
comfort each other.

MAVIS: [sighing] A hot day! When the baby’s here, I’ll sit around and 
enjoy things. It’ll be nice for me to have the baby …

HARRY: When the baby’s here, when the baby’s here, I wonder if I’ll 
know what to say …

CLIVE: [reading] It all boils down to the credit squeeze. It all boils down 
to what the Government wants to say …

DEEDREE: What’ll we do, Pippy?
PIPPY: Let’s go under the house.
DEEDREE: What for?
PIPPY: For something to do.
DEEDREE: Oh?
PIPPY: There’s a smell in there beside the chimney that’s kind of grooby. 

As if somebody might have hidden a dead body.
She starts to go under.

DEEDREE: Oh, why do we have to do that, Pippy?
PIPPY: [sticking out her head] Arr, come on under! Nobody’s going to 

dig and see. Only pretend.
DEEDREE is still hesitant.

Drippy Dee-dree! Come on! You gotta do something!
The children exit under the house. GIRLIE POGSON has assumed 
the posture of reminiscence at CLIVE’s elbow.
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ACT ONE 7

GIRLIE: At Rosedale, when I was a girl, nobody used words. It was 
such a lovely property. The big verandahs, and the willows round 
the house … Nobody was in business then, everybody was on the 
land …

CLIVE: [stuffing his mouth, speaking through food] Yes, we know about 
Rosedale.

GIRLIE: Girlie Pogson—Twemlow then—married in peach angelskin 
and cream shantilly …

CLIVE: Girlie Twemlow played a useful game of tennis. Neat calves 
standing at the net. Girlie Twemlow had a dimple in her left cheek. 
But Girlie Pogson closed it up …

A violin is heard in the other part of the Pogson house, playing 
something sweet and true, but with a touch that is not exactly 
brilliant. The piece could be the loure from the Sixth Bach 
‘Sonata in E Major’.

NOLA: [glancing through the paper, still seated on the steps] I’d give 
anything to see a good picture. In which a man cracks a whip. 
[Dreamily] Nola Boyle—Bevan then—went to the pictures. An old 
bloke squeezed her knee. She got the shivers. But didn’t shift …

GIRLIE: When you’ve got the home, when you’ve got the kids, when 
you’ve got the wash on Monday, you forget there was a time for 
dimples.

CLIVE: When you’ve been around so long, you forget running up the path 
from tennis … willows tickling prickly skin. You forget bumping up 
against the girl on accidental purpose. You forget you could never be 
around enough.

GIRLIE: Must remember. Oh, I must remember!
CLIVE: Then … you forget …
NOLA: [laying aside the paper] She got the shivers in the second reel. 

But went on waiting for the next move. Whose move? That was 
always so important. More important than the picture …

The offstage violin plays a sour note.
CLIVE: [throwing down his paper] If there’s something I can’t stand, it’s 

a squeaky fiddle!
GIRLIE: [on the defensive] She plays it lovely, Clive! So she ought 

to. Studying it at the Con. But before breakfast! A girl can’t give 
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA8

up everything, and holidays too, for an old violin. [Calling] Judy! 
Remember your health, dear. ’Specially on a hot day.

The violin breaks off.
NOLA: [laughing softly, her head against the doorpost] Funny the way 

you keep on goin’ to the pictures … long after you’ve seen them 
all …

JUDY POGSON enters the Pogson kitchen. About eighteen. A 
tearose. Very pretty and sweet. Rather withdrawn and tentative.

GIRLIE: [to JUDY, without looking at her] What’ll you do when you’ve 
played your hands off on that wretched violin?

JUDY: [lightly, because she must say something] I’ll play, Mother 
darling, I hope.

GIRLIE: Ttt! Are you hungry?
JUDY: Need you ask?
GIRLIE: No. Only … it’s one of the things you go on asking.

GIRLIE dishes some food for JUDY.
CLIVE: What I can’t understand is what people think about while they 

sit there listening to music. Sitting, and sitting, like a lot of bloomin’ 
mushrooms.

JUDY: I’d tell you, Father … if I could.
CLIVE: [sighing] Well, it takes all sorts. [Throwing aside his paper, 

looking at his watch] And this won’t sell anyone a Holden Special!
CLIVE goes off into the front part of the house. Simultaneously 
ROY CHILD enters the Knott kitchen from the front of the house. 
In his early twenties. Very casually dressed. Very casual. In 
the course of the play his brashness should disclose a certain 
sensitivity underneath.

HARRY: This won’t sell the socks that keep the housewives darning.
MAVIS laughs too appreciatively.

MAVIS: [delighted, indicating her husband] Listen!
ROY: I seem to have heard!

HARRY puts on his coat, buttoning methodically.
HARRY: Okay, Roy! We got to cultivate our sense of humour. Not 

everybody is a teacher enjoying the current holidays.
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ACT ONE 9

ROY winces. NOLA gets up from the steps, humming.
NOLA: [going back through her kitchen, singing softly] Nola Bevan 

loved the circus. She loved the men on the trapezes best. [Pottering, 
humming] She never ever saw them fall. [Suddenly matter of fact] 
You don’t if your wrists are strong enough.

NOLA exits to the front part of the house.
MAVIS: Education. Ah, it’s lovely! You ought to be proud, Roy, to be a 

teacher.
ROY: [sitting down at the table, where MAVIS serves him with breakfast] 

This teacher won’t be one any longer than he can help it.
MAVIS: If Mum and Dad weren’t gone, it’d break their hearts!
HARRY: [patting ROY on the back] It’s the intellectual liver. [Concentrating 

on his wife] Look after yourself, Mave. Everything that Sister tells 
you, dear. It’s the pre-natal care that counts.

HARRY kisses MAVIS tenderly, but carefully. MAVIS submits, 
passive.

MAVIS: Yes, dear.
HARRY exits through the front of the house.

[Turning to ROY] I can’t understand you, Roy. After all, here’s Harry 
and me making you a comfortable home. I can’t understand you 
clever ones.

ROY: [cutting savagely at his breakfast] I pay my way, don’t I?
MAVIS: [unhappily] It’s not that. It’s as if you wasn’t one of us anymore.
ROY: [in a sudden outburst] For God’s sake! [Controlling himself 

quietly, appealing to her] Don’t go on about it, Mavis. People grow 
up different. We used to have a lot of fun together playing hoppy. 
Then I didn’t want to anymore.

GIRLIE: [to JUDY] I can’t understand you, Judy. I can’t understand my 
own child.

JUDY: Sometimes I can’t understand myself. There are certain things 
I’ve got to do even when I don’t want to.

GIRLIE: But a girl can choose.
JUDY: Not always.
MAVIS: [to ROY] And whatever will you do if you give up teaching?
ROY: [desperate] I shan’t cut my throat!
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA10

MAVIS: [exasperated] After all they spent on your education …
GIRLIE: But a violin, Judy! It’s a man and a washing machine that counts.
JUDY: It’s none of those.
GIRLIE: Then what …?
MAVIS: [to ROY] What’ll become of you, I’d like to know, when you’ve 

thrown away the advantages?
ROY: [furtively, with a great effort] I’ll write a book.
MAVIS: A book!
ROY: Not a book, Mavis. The book. The book I’ve got to write …
MAVIS: For heaven’s sake! About what?
ROY: About you, perhaps.
MAVIS: [scornfully] Me!
ROY: But I haven’t looked into the pores of your skin. Not long enough, 

anyway.
MAVIS: Sometimes I think my brother will send me round the bend …
GIRLIE: You worry me, Judy. You worry me silly.
JUDY: [getting up, sighing] Everything will always worry you, Mum.
GIRLIE: A violin!
JUDY: [suddenly passionate] Yes! Yes! A violin! I must! Even though 

it tortures me!
GIRLIE: [amazed and a little bit frightened at what she has stirred up] 

But you weren’t like this. [Then, turned inward, to herself] Perhaps 
if we sat for a while in the sun we could get to know each other 
again. Plants grow together in the sun.

JUDY: [her arm drawn momentarily to her mother’s neck] But we’re 
not plants. Or only the human kind.

GIRLIE: [shaking her off] And I was never a sloppy mother. My second 
name was always Practical.

GIRLIE starts to potter, fussy, but absent, while JUDY begins 
apathetically to wash the dishes.

JUDY: Detergent’s running out.
GIRLIE: How many times have I told you not to squeeze it more than 

twice!
ROY: [slamming his hands down on the table, shouting] Procrustes! 

That’s what we’re up against!
MAVIS: Pro-what? Never heard of it.
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ACT ONE 11

ROY: An old Greek. Used to cut his victims’ legs off … or stretch them … 
to make them fit the bed. There they were … [demonstrating with his 
hands on the table] they could have been laid out in a row … all the 
same … all equal … Normal!

MAVIS: I’ve never known anybody who wasn’t normal. Without they 
were real dills. [Shuddering] Any of those others … that’s something 
in the papers. All those maniacs that murder you … in parks … or 
even in the home …

ROY: Do you think the normal don’t murder in their own way? They’ll 
knock you dead without even lifting a finger … without stepping 
out from the row in which they’re bedded …

MAVIS: That’s clever talk. All I want’s a happy home.
ROY: All I want is something that can’t be shut up in a box. Something 

that blinds … but by which I’ll see … or know. Some tune I’ve 
heard … and then forgotten …

MAVIS: [dully] I’ve got the beds to make. Today I’m glad I’ve got the 
beds. I don’t know about Pro-what’s-his-name. Only that ours are 
first quality beds.

MAVIS goes into the front part of the house, leaving ROY seated 
at the table, stiff‑necked. RON SUDDARDS enters from the lane. 
He climbs the steps to the stage, then opens the Pogsons’ invisible 
back gate. He is a decent fellow. About twenty‑one. Thick‑set. 
Somewhat slow. He is wearing bicycle clips. He mounts the steps 
to the Pogson kitchen. GIRLIE POGSON has moved to her back 
door.

RON: Morning, Mrs Pogson.
GIRLIE: [absent‑mindedly] Oh. [Recognising, with mild signs of 

disapproval] It’s that Mr Suddards, Judy. From the post office.
GIRLIE goes back into the kitchen, finally exiting through the 
back. JUDY comes to the kitchen door.

JUDY: Hello, Ron.
Her reception is gently cordial without being over‑enthusiastic.

RON: Hello, Judy. I got the tickets for another concert.
ROY CHILD has come to the back door of the Knott house.

JUDY: [vaguely, to RON] Concert?
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA12

RON: Like we said. Seeing as you’re free … Thursday …
JUDY: [embarrassed] Oh. Yes. Yes!
RON: [suspiciously] You hadn’t forgot?
JUDY: No. I almost … [Contrite] No, Ron, I had! [Quickly] But I’ll 

come. Oh, yes, I want to!
RON: If you’ve made up your mind, then, I’ll look up the trains. And 

buses.
JUDY: Oh, yes, it’s settled, Ron. We’re going.
ROY: [joining in] By train. And bus. And the last, long lap, down the 

road the Board began but didn’t finish.
RON and JUDY look towards him. He has seated himself on the 
Knott back doorstep.

Didn’t know you were interested in music, Ron.
RON: [unperturbed] You can learn, can’t you? You can learn anything 

if you put your mind to it.
ROY: If you’re lucky enough to have that sort of mind.
RON: It’ll be a sort of relaxation, too. From the post office. It gets you 

down there … the stamps, and the pensions, and all the telegrams 
about the relatives who’ve died …

JUDY: [laughing, touching his arm] Oh, Ron, it’s not as bad as that!
ROY: Could be, though.
RON: [looking at JUDY, shivering slightly] No, Judy. I believe it’s not 

as bad as that.
RON laughs too, and JUDY has to look away.

[Reminded] I’d better be going, then. See you later, Judy … Roy.
JUDY: See you later. And Thursday. It’s a date.

RON goes off the way he came. ROY and JUDY watch him go. A 
momentary pause.

[Without glancing in ROY’s direction, coming down the steps into 
the Pogson yard] Why do you look at me, Roy?

ROY: [descending the steps into the Knott yard] You’ve got to look at 
something. And it’s only natural to choose what’s pleasantest in the 
landscape.

JUDY: How pleasant you can be at times. And smooth.
ROY squeezes through the gap in the separating fence.
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ACT ONE 13

ROY: Am I all that rough at others?
JUDY: [looking at him, candidly] Yes!
ROY: [touching her cheek, very briefly and casually] We’ve seen too 

much of each other. That’s the trouble. We’ve felt each other bumping 
around in the next box. You’ve heard my thoughts trying to make 
sense. I’ve had to listen to your bloody old Bach.

JUDY: As we’ll have to spend the rest of our lives in boxes, we’d better 
get used to what’s in them.

ROY: Who’s to say we shan’t burst out, in a shower of glorious fireworks?
JUDY: Fireworks are few and far between.
JULIA: [offstage, a slight coloratura parody] Oo-hoo-oo!

JULIA SHEEN enters from the front garden. She is glorious. 
Perfectly dressed. Perfectly slim. Long legs, neck. A pencil 
parasol. Any position she takes will be the artificial pose of the 
model.

JUDY: Why, Julia!
ROY: [appreciatively] The goddess descends!
JULIA: The goddess is late for her bus, and going over on her heels … 

[striking a pose] but wanted Judy to see … this little number.
JUDY: Another!
JULIA: [complacently] The newest.
JUDY: [standing back, appraising the dress] It’s beautiful, Julia.
ROY: Smashing!

ROY’s tone and behaviour suggest he may give more active 
expression to his enthusiasm. JULIA changes position accordingly.

JULIA: [ignoring ROY] But the neckline, Judy? Just a little …?
JUDY: Perfect, Julia. Not half an inch either way.
JULIA: Don’t want to share all my secrets.
ROY: Secrets are made for sharing.
JULIA: Not with everyone, they aren’t.
ROY: Tell me, Julia, will you ever break?
JULIA: I’m shattered regularly by some.
ROY: Do you hate?
JULIA: Not ‘hate’. I’m cold. So you tell me. [Catching sight of JUDY] I 

love … Judy … [Squeezing JUDY’s hand] Judy’s a darling … only a 
girl could appreciate.
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA14

ROY: [ignoring all else, to JULIA] When am I going to see you?
JULIA: I’ve lost my book.
ROY: [as if about to move in on her again] One day I’ll help you find it.

JULIA moves away.
JULIA: [defending herself, stylishly, with the ferrule of her parasol] One 

day … I’ll have forgotten … how to write the date.
ROY: Sorry I’ve disarranged your stance.
JULIA: [arranging herself] Well, I am a business girl. And have an 

assignment.
ROY: You’ll carry it off in that.
JULIA: Oh, not in this. Today it’s bikinis. But you never know what 

you’ll meet in the street. And it doesn’t do … a business girl … in a 
crushed frock.

She turns, and starts to make her way through the back towards 
the street.

’Bye, Judy. ’Bye, Roy.
JUDY: ’Bye, Julia.
JULIA: [calling back to them] I expect I’ve missed my bus. But there are 

always others …
JULIA exits through the back.

ROY: If she was less brittle, she could be less stunning. But would she 
be less intolerable?

JUDY: Aren’t you prepared to tolerate as it is?
ROY: Don’t get me wrong, Judy. I know my Julia. [Pausing] How I 

know her!
JUDY: And it makes no difference?
ROY: Shall I drown the less for knowing I’m drowning? And only a 

glass rock to cling onto.
JUDY: [quite calmly, beginning to mount the steps] I’ll leave you to it, 

then.
ROY: Oh, don’t … go! Where are you going?
JUDY: To my poor ‘bloody old Bach’.
ROY: Oh, God! On such a day! We should be lying around on some 

beach. Exposing our bodies to the sun. So good for the soul … if it 
doesn’t dry up. In that case: just lying … our skins touching ever 
so slightly …
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ACT ONE 15

JUDY returns slowly.
JUDY: [not in control of herself] When you’re not driving me one way, 

you’re pulling me in another. It’s quite confusing.
ROY: [taking her hand, stroking her arm] Allow yourself to be confused.
JUDY: When you’re not trying to destroy what I most believe in, 

I can sense we share the same beliefs. [Shaking her head slowly, 
like someone tormented in a dream] But always destroying … 
destroying …

ROY: If you carve away, you reach the bone.
JUDY: I should have thought you might have reached it. You won’t 

even allow me my music.
ROY: Judy, I don’t feel it’s your music!
JUDY: In other words … I’m pretty lousy.
ROY: Oh, who ever heard of a great virtuoso called Judy Pogson?! And 

who wants to be a humble little fiddle?
JUDY: [wrenching herself away] If it’s names, then, is Roy Child such 

a shining label?
ROY: [half ironic] Oh, Roy can stand for kings. And a child is pure enough.
JUDY: And cruel. So very often, so very, very cruel!
ROY: [recovering her hand, genuinely] I don’t mean to be cruel, Judy. 

Or only half‑mean. Half of me knows you’re the truest I’ll ever find. 
But the truth is always hardest to accept.

JUDY: [running up the steps into the house, hiding her tears] I give up, 
then!

ROY: It would be so much easier if I could too.
He opens the invisible back gate rather viciously and goes off, 
down the lane. GIRLIE POGSON enters her kitchen from the front 
room. As JUDY runs off, they cross.

GIRLIE: [looking back after her daughter as the latter disappears into 
the house behind] Whatever now? Always tears! Always secrets! 
When I was a girl, girls were bright. Girls were different.

GIRLIE goes through the motions of fetching out a broom. MAVIS 
KNOTT, now in her pregnancy uniform, has come into her kitchen 
and armed herself with an invisible duster. NOLA BOYLE, still in 
chenille, comes out from the front part of her house and prepares 
to wield a feather duster.
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THE SEASON AT SARSAPARILLA16

GIRLIE, MAVIS and NOLA: [in unison, as they dust or sweep] Laundry’s 
over, thank God! Laundry’s Monday. Tuesday for the Cash-and-
Carry … mucking around the shops …

GIRLIE: And Woolworths.
NOLA: So cool.
MAVIS: Woolies is lovely.
GIRLIE: Got to be careful, though.
MAVIS: Tuppence off tomato sauce …
NOLA: … and sixpence on the Snail Defender.
GIRLIE: Specials are never special enough.
GIRLIE, MAVIS and NOLA: [sweeping, flicking, rubbing] Mucking 

around … mucking around … There’s the pictures, too, of an 
afternoon. Warm as velvet on a winter afternoon …

MAVIS: … sucking a hot caramel …
NOLA: … with somebody on either side.
GIRLIE: They bring the pictures close now …
NOLA: … almost into your lap …

MAVIS shakes her duster out of a window, stage right.
MAVIS: [sighing] Oh, it’s lovely at the pictures …
GIRLIE: … for the fallen arches.

MAVIS takes and peels a banana.
NOLA: Slip the stilettoes off for a while.
GIRLIE: Not that we haven’t our husbands’ interests at heart …
MAVIS: [eating the banana ravenously] The budget … [Through a 

mouthful] There’s always the budget.
NOLA: You may forget the man, just once in a while, but never the 

budget …
The three wives have reached their back doors: MAVIS eating 
her banana and relaxing, GIRLIE sweeping out the dirt, NOLA 
shaking out her feather duster. GIRLIE catches sight of NOLA 
and ignores her. NOLA catches sight of MAVIS beyond GIRLIE.

[Calling, cheerfully] Hello, Mave! How you feelin’, love?
MAVIS sighs, looking pathetic.

Like that, eh?
MAVIS: Can’t resist the bananas.
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ACT ONE 17

NOLA: Yeah. They say you go for them like one thing when you’re 
preggo.

MAVIS: I’ll say! I’ve just about eaten out the whole of Queensland.
She turns and goes off heavily into the invisible part of her house. 
GIRLIE and NOLA are left with each other. It is obvious they don’t 
think much of the situation. NOLA is about to turn.

GIRLIE: [making a start] Mrs Boyle …
NOLA: Yes, Mrs Pogson?
GIRLIE: I’ve been meaning to have a word with you.
NOLA: Okay, Mrs Pogson. What’s your ‘word’ this time? I wonder!
GIRLIE: As a matter of fact, Mrs Boyle, it’s about words that I want to 

speak. There are words and words, you know.
NOLA: You’re telling me!
GIRLIE: And some of them not very nice for a little girl to hear. It’s the 

dogs I’m trying to refer to.
NOLA: Go on! Dogs is dogs.
GIRLIE: It’s the female dogs, Mrs Boyle.
NOLA: [bursting] Strike a light! Mrs Pogson, you’re gunna take the 

stuffing out of nature! And what’ll you have left? Skin! Dry skin!
GIRLIE: I don’t know what you mean.
NOLA: Oh, yes, you do! You’re picking on me again. I recognise the 

symptoms. It sort of gets in your nose, Mrs Pogson, that my bloke’s 
the night-soil man. What odds! The money’s good. In fact, it’s better. 
What with the overtime. I wouldn’t have thought to mention, if I 
didn’t know it might impress. But we’re human, too, Mrs Pogson. 
We have our worries. A sanitary lady’s life is not all roses. [Very 
clearly] So, please don’t go for me in future. I can’t stick picking!

MRS POGSON is all a‑flounce. During the foregoing speech, 
the barking has broken out again, if anything closer to Mildred 
Street, and PIPPY and DEEDREE have crawled out from under the 
Pogson house and are slowly climbing the steps. They are torn 
between listening to the argument, watching the protagonists, 
and concentrating on the fresh barking of the dogs.

GIRLIE: [making as if to retreat] Come along in, Pippy. I can find a little 
job for you.

PIPPY: [holding back] Arr, gee! It’s always jobs!
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